Cross-scale predictive modeling of CHO cell culture growth and metabolites using Raman spectroscopy and multivariate analysis.
Multi-component, multi-scale Raman spectroscopy modeling results from a monoclonal antibody producing CHO cell culture process including data from two development scales (3 L, 200 L) and a clinical manufacturing scale environment (2,000 L) are presented. Multivariate analysis principles are a critical component to partial least squares (PLS) modeling but can quickly turn into an overly iterative process, thus a simplified protocol is proposed for addressing necessary steps including spectral preprocessing, spectral region selection, and outlier removal to create models exclusively from cell culture process data without the inclusion of spectral data from chemically defined nutrient solutions or targeted component spiking studies. An array of single-scale and combination-scale modeling iterations were generated to evaluate technology capabilities and model scalability. Analysis of prediction errors across models suggests that glucose, lactate, and osmolality are well modeled. Model strength was confirmed via predictive validation and by examining performance similarity across single-scale and combination-scale models. Additionally, accurate predictive models were attained in most cases for viable cell density and total cell density; however, these components exhibited some scale-dependencies that hindered model quality in cross-scale predictions where only development data was used in calibration. Glutamate and ammonium models were also able to achieve accurate predictions in most cases. However, there are differences in the absolute concentration ranges of these components across the datasets of individual bioreactor scales. Thus, glutamate and ammonium PLS models were forced to extrapolate in cases where models were derived from small scale data only but used in cross-scale applications predicting against manufacturing scale batches.